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3. Each component should be placed and connected with other parts in specific way. Otherwise,
the structure will not work as it ought to be. So as to make sure the electric circuit is
constructed properly, Mercruiser 3. How can this diagram assist with circuit construction? The
diagram provides visual representation of an electric structure. On the other hand, this diagram
is a simplified version of this structure. This makes the process of assembling circuit easier.
There are just two things that will be found in any Mercruiser 3. The first element is symbol that
indicate electric component from the circuit. A circuit is usually composed by various
components. The other thing that you will locate a circuit diagram could be lines. Lines in the
diagram show how each component connects to a another. The rankings of circuit components
are relative, not accurate. The arrangement is also not plausible, unlike wiring schematics.
Diagram only reveals where to place component in a spot relative to other components within
the circuit. Even though it is exemplary, diagram is a good basis for everyone to construct their
own circuit. One thing that you must learn before reading a circuit diagram would be your
symbols. Every symbol that is shown on the diagram reveals specific circuit component. The
most common elements are capacitor, resistorbattery. There are also other elements like
ground, switch, motor, and inductor. As stated earlier, the lines in a Mercruiser 3. Occasionally,
the wires will cross. However, it does not mean connection between the cables. Injunction of 2
wires is generally indicated by black dot on the junction of two lines. There will be principal
lines that are represented by L1, L2, L3, and so on. Colours can also be used to differentiate
cables. Usually, there are two chief sorts of circuit connections. The first one is known as string
connection. Because of the electric current in each part is similar while voltage of this circuit is
complete of voltage in each component. Parallel relationship is more complex compared to
series one. Unlike in string connection, the voltage of every component is similar. It is because
the component is directly linked to electricity resource. This circuit contains branches that are
passed by distinct electrical current amounts. The present joins together when the branches
meet. There are numerous things that an engineer needs to pay attention to when drawing
wirings diagram. To start with, the symbols used in the diagram should be precise. It should
represent the exact component required to build a planned circuit. It is also highly suggested
that engineer brings positive supply and damaging supply symbols for better interpretation.
Meanwhile, the negative source symbol is set below it. The current flows in the left side to right.
Besides this, diagram drawer is recommended to limit the number of line crossing. The line and
part placement ought to be designed to minimize it. Because you can begin drawing and
translating Mercruiser 3. The advice and ideas that have been elaborated above should be a
great kick start, however. Pool Pump Wiring Diagram â€” v pool pump wiring diagram, century
pool pump wiring diagram, hayward pool pump wiring diagram, Every electrical arrangement
consists of various different parts. Each part ought to be placed and linked to other parts in
particular manner. If not, theâ€¦. Each component ought to be set and linked to other parts in
particular way. If not, the arrangement will notâ€¦. Riding Lawn Mower Ignition Switch Wiring
Diagram â€” craftsman riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram, murray riding lawn
mower ignition switch wiring diagram, riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram, Every
electric structure is made up of various distinct pieces. Each component ought toâ€¦. Gallery of
Mercruiser 3. Related Post to Mercruiser 3. Notice Throughout this publication, Dangers,
Warnings and Cautions accompanied by the International HAZARD Symbol are used to alert the
mechanic to special instructions concerning a particular service or operation that may be
hazardous if performed incorrectly or carelessly. These Safety Alerts alone cannot eliminate the
hazards that they signal. Strict compliance to these special instructions when performing the
service, plus Common Sense operation, are major accident prevention measures. Notice to
Users of This Manual This service manual has been written and published by the Service
Department of Mercury Marine to aid our dealers mechanics and company service personnel
when servicing the products described herein. It is assumed that these personnel are familiar

with the servicing procedures of these products, or like or similar products manufactured and
marketed by Mercury Marine, that they have been trained in the recommended servicing
procedures of these products which includes the use of mechanics common hand tools and the
special Mercury Marine or recommended tools from other suppliers. We have not undertaken
any such wide evaluation. All information, illustrations and specifications contained in this
manual are based on the latest product information available at the time of publication. It should
be kept in mind, while working on the product, that the electrical system and ignition system are
capable of violent and damaging short circuits or severe electrical shocks. When performing
any work where electrical terminals could possibly be grounded or touched by the mechanic,
the battery cables should be disconnected at the battery. Any time the intake or exhaust
openings are exposed during service they should be covered to protect against accidental
entrance of foreign material which could enter the cylinders and cause extensive internal
damage when the engine is started. It is important to note, during any maintenance procedure
replacement fasteners must have the same measurements and strength as those removed.
Numbers on the heads of the metric bolts and on the surfaces of metric nuts indicate their
strength. American bolts use radial lines for this purpose, while most American nuts do not
have strength markings. Mismatched or incorrect fasteners can result in damage or
malfunction, or possibly personal injury. Therefore, fasteners removed should be saved for
reuse in the same locations whenever possible. Where the fasteners are not satisfactory for
re-use, care should be taken to select a replacement that matches the original. We reserve the
right to make changes to this manual without prior notification. Refer to dealer service bulletins
for other pertinent information concerning the products described in this manual. Engine
Mechanical Components Many of the engine mechanical components are designed for marine
applications. Unlike automotive engines, marine engines are subjected to extended periods of
heavy load and wide-open-throttle operation and, therefore, require heavy-duty components.
Special marine engine parts have design and manufacturing specifications which are required
to provide long life and dependable performance. Marine engine parts also must be able to
resist the corrosive action of salt or brackish water that will rust or corrode standard automotive
parts within a short period of time. Use of parts other than recommended service replacement
parts, will void the warranty on those parts which are damaged as a result of the use of other
than recommended replacement parts. Coast Guard Rules and Regulations to minimize risks of
fire or explosion. Use of replacement electrical, ignition or fuel system components, which do
not comply to these rules and regulations, could result in a fire or explosion hazard and should
be avoided. When servicing the electrical, ignition and fuel systems, it is extremely important
that all components are properly installed and tightened. If not, any electrical or ignition
component opening would permit sparks to ignite fuel vapors from fuel system leaks, if they
existed. Table of Contents Table of Contents. How to Use This Manual. Page Numbering. How to
Read a Parts Manual. Directional References. Engine Rotation. Engine Serial Number Locations.
Water Testing New Engines. Boat and Engine Performance. Boat Bottom. Marine Fouling.
Weight Distribution. Water in Boat. Elevation and Climate. Introduction This comprehensive
overhaul and repair manual is designed as a service guide for the models previously listed. It
provides specific information, including procedures for disassembly, inspection, assembly and
adjustment to enable dealers and service mechanics to repair and tune these engines. Before
attempting repairs or tune-up, it is suggested that the procedure first be read through to gain
knowledge of the methods and tools used and the cautions and warnings required for safety.
How to Use This Manual This manual is divided into sections which represent major
components and systems. Some sections are further divided into parts which more fully
describe the component. Page Numbering Two number groups appear at the bottom of each
page. Following is an example and description. Directional References Front of boat is bow;
rear is stern. Starboard side is right side; port side is left side. In this maintenance manual, all
directional references are given as they appear when viewing boat from stern looking toward
bow. Engine Rotation Engine rotation is determined by observing flywheel rotation from the rear
stern end of the engine looking forward toward water pump end. Propeller rotation is not
necessarily the same as engine rotation. When ordering replacement engine, short blocks or
parts for engine, be certain to check engine rotation. Do not rely on propeller rotation in
determining engine rotation. Changing diameter, pitch or coupling of a propeller will affect
engine rpm and boat performance. The blade configuration also will affect performance. Two
like propellers, same pitch and diameter, from two different manufacturers also will perform
differently. Because of the many variables of boat design and operation, only testing will
determine the best propeller for the particular application. To test for correct propeller, operate
boat with an average load onboard at W. Engine rpm should be near top of the specified range
so that, under heavy load, engine speed will not fall below specifications. Normally, a change of

approximately rpm will be achieved for each single pitch change of a propeller. CAUTION If a
propeller is installed that does not allow engine rpm to reach the specified full-throttle rpm
range, the engine will labor and will not produce full power. Operation under this condition will
cause excessive fuel consumption, engine overheating and possible piston damage due to
detonation. On the other hand, installation of a propeller that allows engine to run above the
specified rpm limit will cause excessive wear on internal engine parts which will lead to
premature engine failure. Page 1A Water Testing New Engines Use care during the first 20 hours
of operation on new MerCruiser engines or possible engine failure may occur. If a new engine
has to be water-tested at full throttle before the break-in period is complete, follow this
procedure. Start engine and run at idle rpm until normal operating temperature is reached. Run
boat up on plane. Advance engine rpm in rpm increments until engine reaches its maximum
rated rpm. Boat and Engine Performance Boat Bottom For maximum speed, a boat bottom
should be as flat as possible in a fore-aft direction longitudinally for approximately the last 5 ft
1. The bottom is referred to as having a hook if it is concave in the fore-and-aft direction. A hook
causes more lift on the bottom near the transom and forces the bow to drop. This increases
wetted surface and reduces boat speed. A hook, however, aids in planing and reduces any
porpoising rhythmical bouncing tendency. A slight hook is often built in by the manufacturer. A
hook also can be caused by incorrect trailering or storing the boat with support directly under
the transom. A rocker is the reverse of a hook. The bottom is convex or bulged in the
fore-and-aft direction. It can cause the boat to porpoise. Any hook, rocker or surface roughness
on the bottom, particularly in the all-important center-aft portion will have a negative effect on
speed, often several miles per hour on a fast boat. Marine Fouling Fouling is an unwanted
build-up usually animal-vegetable-derived occurring on the boats bottom and drive unit. Fouling
adds up to drag, which reduces boat performance. In fresh water, fouling results from dirt,
vegetable matter, algae or slime, chemicals, minerals and other pollutants. In salt water,
barnacles, moss and other marine growth often produce dramatic build-up of material quickly.
Therefore, it is important to keep the hull as clean as possible in all water conditions to
maximize boat performance. Antifouling paint, if required, may be applied to boat hull observing
the following precautions. Do not apply antifouling paint to MerCruiser drive unit or transom
assembly. In areas where Tri-Butyl-Tin-Adipate base paints are prohibited by law, copper base
paints can be used on boat hull and boat transom. Corrosion damage that results from the
improper application of antifouling paint will not be covered by the limited warranty. Observe
the following: Avoid an electrical interconnection between the MerCruiser Product, Anodic
Blocks, or MerCathode System and the paint by allowing a minimum of 1 in. Weight Distribution
Weight distribution is extremely important; it affects a boats running angle or attitude. For best
top speed, all movable weight - cargo and passengers - should be as far aft as possible to allow
the bow to come up to a more efficient angle 3 to 5 degrees. On the negative side of this
approach is the problem that, as weight is moved aft, some boats will begin an unacceptable
porpoise. Secondly, as weight is moved aft, getting on plane becomes more difficult. Finally, the
ride in choppy water becomes more uncomfortable as the weight goes aft. Weight and
passenger loading placed well forward increases the wetted area of the boat bottom and, in
some cases, virtually destroys the good performance and handling characteristics of the boat.
Operation in this configuration can produce an extremely wet ride, from wind-blown spray, and
could even be unsafe in certain weather conditions or where bow steering may occur. Weight
distribution is not confined strictly to fore and aft locations, but also applies to lateral weight
distribution. Uneven weight concentration to port or starboard of the longitudinal centerline can
produce a severe listing attitude that can adversely affect the boats performance, handling
ability and riding comfort. In extreme rough water conditions, the safety of the boat and
passengers may be in jeopardy. Water in Boat When a boat loses performance, check bilge for
water. Water can add considerable weight to the boat, thereby decreasing the performance and
handling. Make certain that all drain passages are open for complete draining. Elevation and
Climate Elevation has a very noticeable effect on the wide-open-throttle power of an engine.
Since air containing oxygen gets thinner as elevation increases, the engine begins to starve for
air. Humidity, barometric pressure and temperature do have a noticeable effect on the density of
air. Heat and humidity thin the air. This phenomenon can become particularly apparent when an
engine is propped out on a cool dry day in spring and later, on a hot, humid day in August, does
not have the same performance. Although some performance can be regained by dropping to a
lower pitch propeller, the basic problem still exists. The propeller is too large in diameter for the
reduced power output. A Quicksilver Propeller Repair Station or experienced marine dealer can
determine how much diameter to remove from a lower-pitch propeller for specific high-elevation
locations. In some cases, installing high altitude gears in the drive unit is possible and very
beneficial. Weather conditions may effect the power output of internal combustion engines.

Therefore, established horsepower ratings refer to the power that the engine will produce at its
rated rpm under a specific combination of weather conditions. Table of Contents Maintenance
Schedule. Rotation Front. Priming Engines With Oil. Tools Required. Power Steering System.
Checking Fluid Level. Filling and Bleeding. Closed Cooling System. Checking Coolant Level.
Coolant for Closed Cooling System. Flushing System. Throttle Cable. Shift Cable. Cold Weather
or Extended Storage. Power Package Layup. Draining Instructions. Single Point Drain System.
Maintenance Schedule Maintenance Intervals Maintenance intervals and the tasks to be
performed, as shown in this current schedule, or as found in previously printed schedules, are
generally based on an average boating application and environment. However, individual
operating habits and personal maintenance preferences can have an impact on the suggested
intervals. In consideration of these factors, MerCruiser has adjusted some maintenance
intervals and corresponding tasks to be performed. In some cases, this may allow for more
individual tasks to be performed in a single visit to the servicing dealer, rather than multiple
visits. Therefore, it is very important that the boat owner and servicing dealer discuss the
current Maintenance Schedule and develop appropriate maintenance intervals to coincide with
the individual operating habits, environment and maintenance requirements. Task Engine
Crankcase Oil - Check level. Closed Cooling Coolant - Check level. Power Steering Fluid - Check
level. Sterndrive Unit Oil - Check level. Battery - Check level and inspect for damage. Power
Trim Pump Oil - Check level. Anodes - Inspect for erosion. Gear Housing Water Pickups - Check
for marine growth or debris. Drive Belts All - Inspect condition and Every hours of operation or
days, check tension. Saltwater Use: Every 50 hours of operation or 60 days, whichever occurs
first. Power Package Exterior Surfaces - Spray Freshwater Use: Every hours of operation or
days, whichever occurs with rust preventative. Propeller Shaft - Lubricate. Cooling System Flush seawater section. Saltwater Use: After every use. Weekly Interval. Task Interval. Whenever
insufficient seawater flow is Seawater Pickup Pump - Disassemble and suspected if operating
temperature inspect. Crankcase Oil and Filter - Change. Ignition System - Clean and inspect
condition. Sterndrive Unit Oil - Change. Rear Engine Mounts - Check, torque to 38 lb-ft 52 Nm.
Gimbal Bearing - Lubricate. Cooling System - Clean and inspect. Steering System - Lubricate
and inspect for End of first boating season and thereafter, loose, damaged or missing parts.
Cooling System Hoses and Clamps Inspect for damage and deterioration. Check clamps for
tightness. Continuity Circuit - Check components for loose connections, broken or frayed wires.
Shift and Throttle Cable and Linkage Lubricate and inspect for loose, damaged or missing parts.
Engine Exhaust System - Inspect externally for damage, deterioration and restrictions. Check
for tightness. Ignition System - Check timing and adjust as needed. Closed Cooling Coolant Replace. Every 5 years or hours, whichever occurs first1. If any non-compatible coolant is
added to this coolant, coolant must be changed every 2 years or hours, whichever occurs first.
MCM 3. This rating procedure is used to certify that the engine complies with Stage 1 Bodensee
and Swiss Regulations. Timing cannot be properly set using the conventional method. A special
procedure must be followed to adjust idle rpm. Consult your Authorized MerCruiser Dealer
before attempting this procedure. Quarts Liters All capacities are approximate fluid measures.
Correct break-in is essential to obtain minimum oil consumption and maximum engine
performance. During this break-in period, the following rules must be observed: Do not operate
below rpm for extended periods of time for first 10 hours. Shift into gear as soon as possible
after starting and advance throttle above rpm if conditions permit safe operation. Do not operate
at one speed consistently for extended periods. During next 10 hours, occasional operation at
full throttle is permissible 5 minutes at a time maximum. Avoid full throttle acceleration from
IDLE speed. Do not operate at full throttle until engine reaches normal operating temperature.
After Break-in Period To help extend the life of your MerCruiser power package, the following
recommendations should be considered; Use a propeller that allows the engine to operate at or
near the top of the maximum rpm range See Specifications section when at full throttle with a
normal boat load. Refrain from prolonged operation at maximum full throttle rpm. If you are in
an area where the product is operated continuously year-round operation , you should contact
your dealer at the end of the first hours of operation, or once yearly, whichever occurs first.
Engine damage that results from use of improper gasoline is considered misuse of the engine
and is not covered under MerCruiser Warranty. DO NOT use leaded gasolines. Premium
gasoline 98 RON is also acceptable. If unleaded is not available, use a major brand of leaded
gasoline. General Information Gasolines containing alcohol, either methyl alcohol methanol or
ethyl alcohol ethanol may cause increased: Corrosion of metal parts. Deterioration of elastomer
and plastic parts. Fuel permeation through flexible fuel lines. Wear and damage of internal
engine parts. Starting and operating difficulties. Some of these adverse effects are due to the
tendency of gasolines containing alcohol to absorb moisture from the air, resulting in a phase
of water and alcohol separating from the gasoline in the fuel tank. The adverse effects of

alcohol are more severe with methyl alcohol methanol and are worse with increasing alcohol
content. Careful periodic inspection of the entire fuel system is mandatory, particularly after
storage. All fuel system components including fuel tanks whether plastic, metal or fiberglass ,
fuel lines, primer bulbs, fittings, fuel filters and carburetors should be inspected for leakage,
softening, hardening, swelling or corrosion. Any sign of leakage or deterioration requires
replacement before further engine operation. Because of possible adverse effects of alcohol in
gasoline, it is recommended that only alcohol-free gasoline be used where possible. If only fuel
containing alcohol is available, or if the presence of alcohol is unknown, increased inspection
frequency for leaks and abnormalities is required. Long periods of storage, common to boats,
create unique problems. In cars, alcohol-blend fuels normally are consumed before they can
absorb enough moisture to cause trouble, but boats often sit idle long enough for phase
separation to take place. In addition, internal corrosion may take place during storage if alcohol
has washed protective oil films from internal components. They cite possible fuel system
damage and performance problems. These are just two of the hazards that may be caused by
alcohol. These same problems as well as the additional safety risk of fire and explosion from
fuel system leaks apply to marine inboard engines. Alcohol is also more severe in older engines
since newer engines have materials which are more resistant to alcohol. Portable or
permanently installed fuel tanks of metal or fiberglass, fuel filters, fuel lines and float bowls may
be affected by alcohol blended fuels. Many fiberglass fuel tanks are slowly dissolved by alcohol,
leading immediately to filter and carburetor plugging and eventually to tank failure. Fuels
containing alcohol will absorb moisture from the air. At first, this moisture will remain in
solution, but once the water content of the fuel has built up to about one-half of one percent, it
will separate out phase separation , bringing the alcohol with it. This alcohol-water mixture
settles to the bottom of the fuel tank and if this mixture gets into the engine, the engine can be
seriously damaged internally, as it may wash the protective film of oil off the bore of any
cylinder that it enters. Before the engine can be restarted, it is necessary to remove the
separated alcohol and water layer, flush out the fuel system with clean fuel and remove and dry
the spark plugs. Winter Storage If boat is to be placed in winter storage, carburetors must be
run dry at idle rpm. Permanent fuel tanks should be drained completely and Quicksilver
Gasoline Stabilizer and Conditioner added to any fuel remaining in the tank. Portable fuel tanks
should be emptied completely. Warranty Performance problems and fuel system or other
damage resulting from the use of gasoline-alcohol blended fuels are not the responsibility of
MerCruiser and will not be covered under our warranty. We have recommended pump posting
of alcohol content of gasoline. Test For Alcohol Content In Gasoline The following is an
acceptable and widely used field procedure for the detection of alcohol in gasoline. A pencil
mark on a piece of adhesive tape may be used. Fill the container with water to the mark. Add
fuel almost to fill the container, leaving some air space, then cap the container. The proportions
of fuel to water are not critical, but there should be 2 to 3 times as much fuel as water. Shake
container vigorously and allow it to sit upright for 3 to 5 minutes. If the volume of water appears
to have increased, alcohol is present. If you are not sure, there is no need for concern. If the
dividing line between water and fuel becomes cloudy, use the middle of the cloudy band.
Crankcase Oil To help obtain optimum engine performance and to provide maximum protection,
we strongly recommend the use of Quicksilver 4-Cycle 25W Marine Engine Oil. This oil is a
special blend of weight and weight oils for marine engines. The chart below is a guide to
crankcase oil selection. The oil filter should always be changed with the engine oil. Overfilled
Crankcase Oil Overfilled crankcases oil level being too high can cause a fluctuation or drop in
oil pressure and rocker arm clatter on MerCruiser engines. The over-full condition results in the
engine crankshaft splashing and agitating the oil, causing it to foam become aerated. The
aerated oil causes the hydraulic valve lifters to bleed down. This, in turn, results in rocker arm
clatter and loss of engine performance, due to the valves not opening properly. Care must be
taken when checking engine oil level. To ensure that you are not getting a false reading, make
sure the following steps are done before checking the oil level. Boat at rest in the water, or If
boat is on a trailer, raise or lower bow until the boat is setting at the approximate angle that it
would be if setting at rest in the water. Allow sufficient time for oil to drain into the crankcase if
engine has just been run or oil has just been added. Adding Crankcase Oil 1. Coat sealing ring
on new filter with engine oil, and install. Tighten filter securely following filter manufacturers
instructions. Do not overtighten. It is normal for an engine to use a certain amount of oil in the
process of lubrication and cooling of the engine. The amount of oil consumption is greatly
dependent upon engine speed, with consumption being highest at wide-open-throttle and
decreasing substantially as engine speed is reduced. Stop engine and allow boat to come to a
rest. Allow oil to drain back into oil pan - approximately 5 minutes. Remove dipstick. Wipe clean
and reinstall. Push dipstick all the way into dipstick tube. Remove dipstick and note the oil level.

If oil level is below ADD mark, proceed to Steps 7 and 8. Remove oil filler cap from valve rocker
arm cover. Add required amount of oil to bring level up to, but not over, the FULL mark on
dipstick. Changing Oil and Filter 1. Start engine and run until it reaches normal operating
temperatures. Stop engine. Remove drain plug from oil pan or from oil drain hose. After oil has
drained completely, reinstall drain plug if removed and tighten securely. Remove and discard oil
filter and its sealing ring. Procedure 1. Fill crankcase to proper level with recommended engine
oil. Remove spark plugs. Leave ignition Key in OFF position. Crank engine for 15 seconds, then
allow starter motor to cool down for 1 minute. This should prevent starter motor from
overheating. Repeat this process until a total of 45 seconds of cranking time is achieved.
Remove remote starter switch. Install spark plugs and wires. Supply cooling water to seawater
pump and start motor. Page 1B Stop engine and position drive unit so that it is straight back. If
fluid is not visible in reservoir, a leak exists in the power steering system. Find cause and
correct. With engine stopped, position drive unit so that it is straight back. All air must be
removed, or fluid in pump may foam during operation and be discharged from pump reservoir.
Foamy fluid also may cause power steering system to become spongy, which may result in
poor boat control. Turn steering wheel back and forth to end of travel in each direction several
times, then recheck fluid level and add fluid, if necessary. Install vented fill cap. Start engine
and run at fast idle rpm until engine reaches normal operating temperature. During this time,
turn steering wheel back and forth to end of travel in each direction several times. Position drive
unit so that it is straight back and stop engine. Remove fill cap from pump. Allow any foam in
pump reservoir to disperse, then check fluid level and add fluid, as required, to bring level up to
FULL HOT mark on dipstick. Reinstall fill cap securely. If fluid is still foamy in Step 5 , repeat
Steps 4 and 5 until fluid does not foam and level remains constant. Sudden loss of pressure
could cause hot coolant to boil and discharge violently. Coolant level in heat exchanger should
be full to bottom of filler neck. In areas where the possibility of freezing does not exist, it is
permissible to use a solution of rust inhibitor and water mixed to manufacturers
recommendations. Flushing System If engine is operated in salty, polluted, or mineral-laden
water, flush cooling system preferably after each use to reduce corrosion and prevent the
accumulation of deposits in the system. Thoroughly flush cooling system prior to storage.
WARNING When flushing cooling system with boat out of the water, be certain that area in
vicinity of propeller is clear and that no person is standing nearby. As a precautionary measure,
it is recommended that propeller be removed. Connect flushing attachment as follows: NOTE: If
flushing cooling system with boat in water, raise drive unit to trailer position and install flushing
attachment. Install Quicksilver Flushing Attachment or equivalent over water intake openings in
gear housing. Connect hose between flushing attachment and water tap. CAUTION If cooling
system is to be flushed with boat in the water, seacock if equipped must be closed, or water
inlet hose must be disconnected and plugged to prevent water from flowing into boat. Do not
use full tap water pressure. Suction created by seawater pickup pump may collapse flushing
hose, causing engine to overheat. Shut off water tap s. Remove hose and flushing attachment
from drive unit. Raise drive unit to full UP trailer position. Install flushing attachment over water
pickup holes in gear housing as shown. Attach a hose between the flushing attachment and a
water tap. Do Not use full water pressure. Place remote control in neutral, idle speed position,
and start engine. Operate engine at idle speed in neutral for 10 minutes, the stop engine. Shut
off water tap. As a precautionary measure, attach a tag to the ignition switch or steering wheel
of the boat with the warning that the seacock must be opened or the water inlet hose
reconnected prior to starting engine. If equipped with seacock: Observing precaution above,
open seacock. If NOT equipped with seacock: Observing precaution above, remove plug from
seawater inlet hose and reconnect seawater inlet hose. Tighten hose clamps securely. Universal
Joint bellows may develop a set if unit is stored in raised position and may fail when unit is
returned to service. CAUTION If Power Package will not be used for an extended period of time
or will be exposed to freezing temperatures, drain water from seawater section of cooling
system. The plug will prevent a siphoning action that may occur, allowing seawater to flow from
the drain holes or removed hoses. A wire should be repeatedly inserted into all drain holes to
ensure there are no obstructions in passages. Remove petcock, if necessary, to insert wire
completely into drain hole. Never leave drain plugs out during storage. NOTE: If possible, place
a container under drains and hoses to prevent water from draining into boat. CAUTION If engine
is equipped with Closed Cooling System, Closed Cooling section must be kept filled with a
solution of ethylene glycol antifreeze and water mix antifreeze to manufacturers recommended
proportions to protect engine to lowest temperature to which it will be exposed. Seawater
section, however, must be drained completely. IMPORTANT: MerCruiser recommends that
propylene glycol antifreeze a nontoxic and environmentally safe antifreeze be used in seawater
section of the cooling system for cold weather or extended storage. Make sure that the

propylene glycol antifreeze contains a rust inhibitor and is recommended for use in marine
engines. Be certain to follow the propylene glycol manufacturers recommendations. Follow
instructions a or b depending on type fuel available during layup: a. If boat is to be placed in
storage with fuel in fuel tanks that does not contain alcohol: Fill fuel tank s with fresh gasoline
that does not contain alcohol and a sufficient amount of Quicksilver Gasoline Stabilizer for
Marine Engines to treat the gasoline. Follow instructions on container. If boat is to be placed in
storage with fuel in fuel tanks that does contain alcohol if fuel without alcohol is unavailable :
Fuel tanks should be drained as completely as possible and Quicksilver Gasoline Stabilizer for
Marine Engines added to any fuel remaining in the tank. Supply water to the seawater pickup
pump as outlined in Flushing Cooling System. Start the engine and check for fuel leaks. If leaks
exist, stop the engine immediately. Recheck filter installation. Start the engine. Operate at idle
rpm until it reaches normal operating temperature and the fuel stabilizer has been circulated.
Shut off the engine. Change the engine oil and filter. If boat has been operated in salty, polluted
or mineral-laden waters, flush cooling system as outlined in Flushing Cooling System. Prepare
fuel system for extended storage as follows: a. Close the fuel shut-off valve, if equipped. If no
fuel shut off valve is present, a suitable method must be employed to STOP the flow of fuel from
the fuel tank to the engine before proceeding. Remove flame arrestor assembly and start
engine. While operating engine at fast idle rpm , fog internal surfaces of induction system and
combustion chambers by squirting approximately 8 ounces grams of Quicksilver Storage Seal
or SAE 20W engine oil into carburetor bores. Squirt the remaining 2 ounces 57 g of Storage Seal
or oil rapidly into carburetor, just as the engine begins to stall, due to lack of fuel. Allow engine
to stop. Turn ignition key to OFF position. Refer to Flushing Cooling System and appropriately
remove water supply to the seawater pickup pump. Clean flame arrestor and crankcase
ventilation hoses and reinstall. Drain seawater section of cooling system as outlined in Draining
Instructions. Closed Cooling System Models: Test coolant to ensure that it will protect against
freezing to the lowest temperature expected during storage. Lubricate all items outlined in
Lubrication. Service batteries. Refer to manufacturers instructions. Clean outside of engine and
repaint any areas required with Quicksilver Primer and Spray Paint. For drive unit layup
information, refer to appropriate Sterndrive Manual. Draining Instructions Single Point Drain
System Some models are equipped with a single point drain system consisting of 2 hoses with
hardware and a T-handle retrieval tool shown below. This system drains the seawater section of
the engine only. If your engine is equipped with this device, follow this procedure: 1. Detach the
hoses from the top fittings. Lower hoses into bilge. If hoses have developed a set, T-handle
retrieval tool can be used to push hoses below their connection point. If hoses do not drain, use
wire to remove blockage. Pull hoses back into original position after draining is complete.
Reconnect to fittings. Engine must be as level as possible to ensure complete draining of
cooling system. Remove drain plugs from cylinder block and manifold. Repeatedly clean out
drain holes using a stiff piece of wire. Do this until entire system is drained. NOTE: It may be
necessary to lift, bend or lower hoses to allow water to drain completely when hoses are
disconnected. Remove and lower the hoses to allow them to drain. Insert a small wire
repeatedly to make sure that vent holes and water drain holes and passages as shown are
unobstructed and open. CAUTION If boat is in the water or is to remain in the water, seacock if
equipped must remain closed until engine is to be restarted, to prevent water from flowing back
into cooling system. As a precautionary measure, attach a tag to the ignition switch or steering
wheel with the warning that the seacock must be opened or the seawater inlet hose reconnected
prior to starting the engine. After cooling system has been drained completely, coat threads of
drain plugs with Quicksilver Perfect Seal and reinstall. Tighten drain plugs securely. Reconnect
hoses and tighten all hose clamps securely. If NOT equipped with seacock: seawater inlet hose
must remain disconnected and plugged until engine is to be restarted. IMPORTANT: MerCruiser
recommends that propylene glycol antifreeze nontoxic and biodegradable, which makes it
friendly to lakes and rivers be used in seawater section of the cooling system for cold weather
or extended storage. For additional assurance against freezing and rust, remove the thermostat
cover and thermostat. Fill the engine seawater cooling system with a mixture of antifreeze and
tap water mixed to manufacturers recommendation to protect engine to the lowest temperature
to which it will be exposed during cold weather or extended storage. Using a new gasket,
reinstall thermostat and cover. Tighten cover bolts to 30 lb-ft 41 Nm. CAUTION If boat is in the
water or is to remain in the water, seacock if equipped must remain closed until engine is to be
restarted to prevent contaminated water from flowing back into cooling system. As a
precautionary measure, attach a tag to the ignition switch or steering wheel with the warning
that the seacock must be opened or the water inlet hose reconnected prior to starting the
engine. Ensure engine is as level as possible to ensure complete draining of cooling system.
Remove drain plug from the following locations: a. Aft rear drain plug from the heat exchanger.

NOTE: It may be necessary to lift or bend hoses to allow water to drain completely. Make sure
gear housing water vent and drain holes, speedometer pitot hole and trim tab cavity vent and
drain holes are open and unobstructed. Crank engine over,slightly with starter motor to purge
any water trapped in seawater pickup pump. Do not allow engine to start. After cooling system
has been drained completely, install drain plugs, reconnect hoses and tighten all hose clamps
securely. Check that all cooling system hoses are connected properly and hose clamps are
tight. Check that all drain plugs are installed and tightened securely. Inspect drive belts. If
battery cables are reversed, electrical system damage will result. Install fully-charged battery.
Tighten each cable clamp securely when connecting. Coat terminal connections with a battery
terminal anti-corrosion agent. Start engine and closely observe instrumentation to make sure
that all systems are functioning correctly. Carefully inspect engine for fuel, oil, fluid, water and
exhaust leaks. Check steering system and shift and throttle controls for proper operation. For
drive unit, refer to appropriate sterndrive manual. Table of Contents Precautions. Engine
Acceleration Is Poor. Poor Fuel Economy. Radio Noise. Troubleshooting With Vacuum Gauge.
Instrumentation Malfunction. Engine Noise. Important Information. Valve Cover Area. Cylinder
Area. Camshaft Area. Crankshaft Area. Oil Pressure. Low Oil Pressure. High Oil Pressure.
Excessive Oil Consumption. Water in Engine. Water In Crankcase. Water On Top Of Pistons.
Engine Overheats. Cooling System. Power Steering. Poor, Erratic or No Assist. Noisy Pump.
Fluid Leaks. WARNING Be careful when cleaning flame arrestor and crankcase ventilation hose;
gasoline is extremely flammable and highly explosive under certain conditions. Be sure that
ignition key is OFF. DO NOT smoke or allow sources of spark or open flame in area when
cleaning flame arrestor and crankcase ventilation hose. WARNING Be careful when changing
fuel system components; gasoline is extremely flammable and highly explosive under certain
conditions. DO NOT smoke or allow sources of spark or flame in the area while changing fuel
filter. Wipe up any spilled fuel immediately. Follow specific procedure, given in Section 5 of this
manual, for all fuel line connections. Engine may be operated with boat out of water, if
instructions under Running Engine with Boat Out of Water, following, are completed. WARNING
When running engine with boat out of water, be certain that area in vicinity of propeller is clear
and that no person is standing nearby. As a precautionary measure, it is recommended that the
propeller be removed. Used Spark Plug Analysis Use the following illustrations for determining
serviceability of spark plug. Spark plug condition also can suggest a variety of possible engine
malfunctions and, therefore, can indicate needed engine repairs. When old plugs are replaced,
replace entire set. Perform plug service only on those plugs suitable for additional service,
using the following procedures: 1. Remove any oil deposits with solvent and dry plugs
thoroughly. Open electrode gap wide enough to permit cleaning and filing. Remove combustion
deposits from firing end of spark plug with a plug cleaner. Blow off with compressed air to
remove abrasives. File electrode surfaces to restore clean, sharp edges. Again remove filings
with compressed air. Reset gap to specifications by bending only side electrode with proper
tool. Spark Plug Analysis Normal Condition Few deposits are present and probably will be light
tan or gray in color. This plug shows that plug heat range is compatible with engine, and engine
is electrically and mechanically in good running condition. With proper plug servicing clean, file
and re-gap , this plug can be reinstalled with good results. Chipped Insulator Chipped insulator
usually results from careless plug re-gapping. Under certain conditions, severe detonation also
can split insulator firing ends. Plug must be replaced. Wet Fouling Oil Deposits Plug becomes
shorted by excessive oil entering combustion chamber, usually in engine with many hours of
operation. Worn piston rings, cylinder walls, valve guides or valve stem seals are causes of oil
entering combustion chamber. Only engine repairs will permanently relieve oil wet fouling. Such
fouled plugs may be serviced clean, file and re-gap and reinstalled. Cold Fouling Dry, black
deposits indicate rich fuel mixture or weak ignition. Clogged flame arrestor, flooding carburetor,
sticky choke or weak ignition components all are probable causes. If, however, only one or two
plugs in set are fouled, check for sticking valves or bad ignition leads. After correcting cause,
service clean, file and re-gap plugs and reinstall. Overheating Insulator is dull white or gray and
appears blistered. Electrodes are eroded and there is an absence of deposits. Check that
correct plug heat range is being used. Replace spark plugs. High Speed Glazing Insulator has
yellowish, varnish-like color, indicating that temperatures suddenly have risen, usually during
hard, fast acceleration under heavy load. Normal deposits do not get a chance to blow off.
Instead, they melt and form a conductive coating. Replace plugs. If condition recurs, use colder
heat range plug and service plugs more frequently. Scavenger Deposits Powdery white or
yellow deposits are built up on shell, insulator and electrodes. This is normal appearance with
certain branded fuels. Accumulation on ground electrodes and shell areas may be unusually
heavy, but may be easily chipped off. Plugs can be serviced clean, file and re-gap and
reinstalled. Pre-Ignition Damage Pre-ignition damage is caused by excessive high temperatures.

Center electrode melts first, followed by ground electrode. Normally, insulators are white but
may be dirty if plug has been misfiring. Check for correct plug heat range, advanced ignition
timing, lean fuel mixture, incorrect fuel used, malfunctioning cooling system, leaking intake
manifold or lack of lubrication. Reversed Coil Polarity Concave erosion of ground electrode is
an indication of reversed polarity. Center electrode will show only normal wear. Engine will
misfire and idle rough. To correct, reverse primary coil leads. Splashed Deposits Spotted
deposits, which sometimes occur after long delayed tune-up, accumulate after a long period of
misfiring. When normal combustion temperatures are restored, upon installation of new plugs,
deposits loosen from top of piston and head and are thrown against hot insulator. Clean and
service plugs and reinstall. Mechanical Damage Mechanical damage to spark plug firing end is
caused by foreign object in combustion chamber. Because of valve overlap, small objects can
travel from one cylinder to another. Check all cylinders, intake manifold and exhaust material to
prevent further damage. Improper drive unit trim angle B. Improper weight distribution C. Boat
is underpowered Bow too low D. Permanent or power hook in boat bottom E. False bottom full
of water F. Improperly adjusted trim tabs after planes G. Dirty boat bottom marine growth A.
Propeller pitch too great C. Dirty boat bottom marine growth D. Poor running engine Bow too
high E. Improper weight distribution F. Rocker in boat bottom G. False bottom full of water H.
Improperly adjusted trim tabs after planes A. Drive unit installed too high on transom B. Dirty or
rough boat bottom C. Damaged propeller; pitch too small; diameter too small Propeller
ventilating D. Keel located too close to propeller or too deep in the water E. Water pickup or
through hull fittings located too close to propeller F. Hook in boat bottom G. Propeller plugged
up with weeds. Drive installed too high on transom; wrong gear ratio. Unit trimmed out too far.
Dirty or damaged bottom; permanent or power hook in bottom; false bottom full of water. Drive
installed too low on transom; wrong gear ratio. Unit trimmed in too far. First, determine which
engine system is causing the problem. To make an engine run, basic components fuel, spark
ignition , and compression are required. If all three components are present, the engine should
run. If any one of the three are missing, weak, or arriving at the wrong time the engine will not
run. Determine if there is fuel present by looking down the carburetor venturi while actuating
throttle. There should be a stream of fuel coming out of the accelerator pump nozzles if the
carburetor has fuel. Check ignition system operation. Remove coil wire from tower on
distributor cap. Hold coil wire near ground and check for spark while cranking engine over.
Repeat procedure with spark plug wires. If there is spark at the spark plug wires, remove the
spark plugs and make sure they are correct type and heat range, and not fouled or burned. Run
a compression check on engine to make sure the engine is mechanically sound. Two wires are
checked, to ensure that an open is not present in a spark plug wire. A spark indicates the
problem must be the distributor cap or rotor. Low voltage would indicate an open or a high
resistance circuit from the distributor to the coil or ignition switch. Checks for a shorted module
or grounded circuit from the ignition coil to the module. The distributor module should be
turned OFF, so normal voltage should be about 12 volts. If the module is turned ON, the voltage
would be low, but above 1 volt. This could cause the ignition coil to fail from excessive heat.
Applying a voltage 1. This test will determine whether the module or coil is faulty or if the
pick-up coil is not generating the proper signal to turn the module ON. This test can be
performed by using a DC battery with a rating of 1. The use of the test light is mainly to allow
the P terminal to be probed more easily. Some digital multi-meters can also be used to trigger
the module by selecting ohms, usually the diode position. In this position the meter may have a
voltage across its terminals which can be used to trigger the module. The voltage in the ohms
position can be checked by using a second meter or by checking the manufacturers
specification of the tool being used. This should turn OFF the module and cause a spark. If no
spark occurs, the fault is most likely in the ignition coil because most module problems would
have been found before this point in the procedure. A module tester could determine which is at
fault. Fuel System Rich Cause Warm engine carburetor percolation Clogged flame arrestor
Automatic choke not opening Float adjustment Float leaks or is saturated with fuel Needle and
seat leaking Carburetor gaskets leaking Excessive fuel pump pressure Cracked or porous
carburetor body Unseats needle and seat Special Information Fuel boils out of float bowl when
shut off and warm. Floods intake manifold. Empty fuel tank Fuel shut-off valve closed if
equipped Vapor lock Automatic choke Engine will not start after warm engine shut down Stuck
open, wrong adjustment Engine will start initially. After a short time of running, engine will stall
and will not restart for a period of time. Can verify it is a vent problem by running engine with
filler cap loose. Fill cap will act as a vent. Sucks air into fuel system reducing fuel volume Low
pump pressure. Carburetor Malfunction Symptoms Cause A. Needle and seat B. Float
adjustment C. Saturated float Flooding D. Gaskets leaking E. Cracked fuel bowl F. Fuel
percolation G. Automatic choke A. Idle rpm too low B. Idle mixture screws C. Idle passages dirty

Rough idle D. Throttle valves not closing E. Engine flooding F. Vacuum leak G. Throttle body
heat passages plugged. Carburetor Malfunction continued A. Accelerator pump B. Leaking
gaskets C. Automatic choke D. Power piston or power valve Hesitation or acceleration flatness
E. Throttle valves F. Throttle body heat passages plugged G. Main metering jets H. Float
adjustment I. Secondary air valve wind-up A. Main metering jets B. Leaking gaskets Engine
surges C. Float adjustment D. Saturated float E. Power piston or valve F. Throttle valves A.
Power piston or valve Low top speed or lack of power B. Main metering jets D. Leaking gaskets
A. Idle mixture screws Poor cold engine operation C. Throttle valves D. Automatic choke E.
Engine flooding A. Engine flooding Engine stalls D. Dirt in carburetor F. Accelerator pump G.
Restricting fuel supply Special Information. Special Information. Poor Fuel Economy Cause Fuel
leaks Prolonged idling; slow acceleration; failure to cut back on throttle once boat is on plane;
boat overloaded; uneven weight distribution Bent, damaged or wrong propeller. Water test boat
for proper operating rpm at wide open throttle Special Information. Not enough air for engine to
run properly Dirty marine growth , hook, rocker Idle mixture settings, accelerator pump
adjustments, linkage binding, choke adjustment, carburetor flooding over, main fuel jets.
Improper fuel Crankcase ventilation system not working Engine needs tune-up Engine running
too cold or too hot Plugged or restricted exhaust Engine Low compression. Radio Noise Cause
A popping noise that will increase with engine rpm. Noise will stop as soon as engine is turned
off. High pitched whine in the radio A hissing or crackling noise when instruments are jarred
with ignition on Special Information Ignition System - wrong spark plugs; cracked distributor
cap; cracked coil tower; leaking spark plug wires; moisture on ignition components Alternator poor brush contact on the slip rings Instrumentation - loose connections or antennae wire
routed too close to instruments Accessories - bilge pump, bilge blower; fish finder; depth
locator; cabin heater motor, etc. Disconnect one at a time until noise disappears.
Troubleshooting With Vacuum Gauge Reading Steady reading between inches at idle rpm
Extremely low reading, but steady at idle rpm Fluctuates between high and low at idle rpm
Normal Vacuum leak; incorrect timing; underpowered boat; faulty boat bottom Blown head
gasket between two adjacent cylinders Cause. Fluctuates 4 or 5 inches very slowly at idle
Carburetor needs adjustment; spark plug rpm gap too narrow; valves are sticking Fluctuates
rapidly at idle, steadies as rpm is increased Continuously fluctuates between low and normal
reading at regular intervals at idle rpm Valve guides are worn. Engine Noise Important
Information No definite rule or test will positively determine source of engine noise. Use the
following information only as a general guide to engine noise diagnosis. Use a timing light to
determine if noise is timed with engine speed or one-half engine speed. Noises timed with
engine speed are related to crankshaft, rods, pistons, piston pins and flywheel. Noises timed to
one-half engine speed are valve train related. The use of a stethoscope can aid in locating a
noise source. Because noise will travel to other metal parts not involved in the problem, caution
must be exercised. If you believe noise is confined to one particular cylinder, ground spark plug
leads one at a time. If noise lessens noticeably or disappears, it is isolated to that particular
cylinder. Try to isolate the noise to location in engine: front to back, top to bottom. This can
help determine what components are at fault. Sometimes noises can be caused by moving parts
coming in contact with other components. Examples are: flywheel or coupler; exhaust flappers
rattling against exhaust pipe; crankshaft striking pan, pan baffle, or dipstick tube ; rocker arm
striking valve cover; and loose flywheel cover. In many cases if this is found to be the problem,
a complete engine teardown is not necessary. When noise is isolated to a certain area and
component, removal and inspection will be required. Refer to proper sections of service manual
for information required for service. If noise cannot be distinguished between engine and drive
unit, remove drive from boat. Run a water supply directly to engine. Run engine without the
drive to determine if noise is still there. Rocker arm striking valve cover Valve cover area, timed
to one-half engine B. Rocker arm out of adjustment speed, noise could be confined to one C.
Worn rocker arm cylinder or may be found in any multitude D. Bent push rod of cylinders E.
Collapsed filter. Sticking valve B. Carbon build-up C. Connecting rod installed wrong Cylinder
area, may be confined to one cylinder or found in more than one cylinder, timed to engine speed
D. Bent connecting rod E. Piston F. Piston rings G. Piston pin H. Cylinder worn. Crankshaft
timing sprocket B. Timing chain Camshaft area, front of engine, C. Fuel Pump timed to one half
engine speed D. Valve Lifter E. Cam Bearings Camshaft area, center of engine, timed to one half
engine speed A. Fuel Pump B. Valve Lifter C. Cam bearing A. Distributor gear Camshaft area,
rear of engine, timed to one half engine speed B. Valve lifter C. Cam bearings Camshaft area,
throughout engine, timed to one half engine speed A. Loss of oil pressure B. Valve lifters C.
Cam bearings. Crankshaft timing sprocket Crankshaft area, front of engine, timed to engine
speed B. Timing chain C. Main bearing D. Rod bearing A. Crankshaft striking pan or pan baffle
Crankshaft area, center of engine, timed to engine speed B. Main bearing C. Loose flywheel

cover B. Loose coupler Crankshaft area, rear of engine, timed to engine speed C. Loose
flywheel D. Main bearing E. Loss of oil pressure Crankshaft area, throughout engine, timed B.
Main bearings to engine speed C. Rod bearings. Advanced timing B. Low octane fuel Engine
spark knock C. Engine running hot D. Carbon deposits in engine A. Wrong ignition timing B.
Carburetor set too lean C. Faulty accelerator pump Popping through carburetor D. Vacuum leak
E. Valve adjustment F. Valve timing G. Burned or stuck valve A. Vacuum leak B. Leaking
exhaust manifolds or pipes Hissing C. Loose cylinder heads D. Blown head gasket A. Vacuum
leak Whistle B. Dry or tight bearing in an accessory A. Leaking high tension lead Sparks
jumping B. Cracked coil tower C. Cracked distributor cap A. Drive belt slipping Squeaks or
squeals B. Dry or tight bearing in an accessory C. Parts rubbing together Rattling in exhaust
pipe area A. Exhaust shutters. Oil Pressure Miscellaneous Problem Measuring oil pressure
Check engine oil level with boat at rest in the water Special Information Use a good automotive
oil pressure test gauge. Do not rely on the oil pressure gauge in the boat. Oil pressure may read
high in the cooler times of the day, and when engine is not up to operating temperature. As the
air temperature warms up and engine is running at normal opening temperature, it is normal for
oil pressure to drop. With modern engines and engine oils, low oil pressure readings at idle do
not necessarily mean there is a problem. If valve lifters do not clatter at idle , there is a sufficient
volume of oil to lubricate all internal moving parts properly. The reason for the drop in oil
pressure is that engine heat causes an expansion of the internal tolerances in the engine and,
also, the oil will thin out somewhat from heat. Refer to preceding items It is not uncommon to
see different oil pressure readings between the two engines, as long as both engines fall within
specifications. Differences in oil pressure can be attributed to differences in engine tolerances,
gauges, wiring, senders, etc. Refer to preceding. Oil broken down; contains water or gas; wrong
viscosity; engine running too hot or too cold; excessive idling in cold water condensation Relief
valve stuck open; pickup tube restricted; worn parts in oil pump; air leak on suction side of oil
pump or pickup oil tube Oil passage plugs leaking, cracked or porous cylinder block Cam
bearings, main bearings, rod bearings Special Information. Excessive Oil Consumption NOTE:
Normal consumption is one quart of oil consumed in hours of operation at wideopen-throttle
especially in a new or rebuilt engine. Cause Oil leaks Oil too thin Oil level too high Drain holes
in cylinder head plugged Defective valve seals Intake manifold gasket leaking Worn valve stems
or valve guides Defective oil cooler if so equipped Defective piston rings Crack in cooler tubes
Glazed, scuffed, worn, stuck, improperly installed; ring grooves worn; improper break-in; wrong
end gap Out of round, scored, tapered, glazed; excessive piston to cylinder clearance; cracked
piston Oil will flood valve guides Special Information Clean bilge, run engine with clean white
paper on bilge floor, locate oil leak s Oil diluted or wrong viscosity. This information can be of
great help when trying to determine where the water came from and how it got into the engine.
The three most common problems are water on top of pistons, water in crankcase oil or water in
crankcase oil and on top of pistons. The first step, after locating water, is to remove all the
water from the engine by removing all spark plugs and pumping cylinders out by cranking
engine over. Next change oil and filter. Now, start engine and see if problem can be duplicated.
If problem can be duplicated, there is probably a mechanical problem. If the problem cannot be
duplicated, the problem is either an operator error or a problem that exists only under certain
environmental conditions. If water is contained to cylinder s only, it is usually entering through
the intake system, exhaust system or head gasket. If the water is contained to crankcase only, it
is usually caused by a cracked or porous block, a flooded bilge or condensation. If the water is
located in both the cylinder s and the crankcase, it is usually caused by water in the cylinders
getting past the rings and valves or complete submersion. Check for rust in the intake manifold
or exhaust manifolds. Rust in these areas will show that if the water entered these areas. Water
In Crankcase Cause Water in boat bilge Special Information Boat has been submerged or bilge
water was high enough to run in through dipstick tube Refer to Water in Engine On Top of
Pistons Defective thermostat, missing thermostat; prolonged idling in cold water. Water seeping
past piston rings or valves Engine running cold Intake manifold leaking near a water passage
Cracked or porous casting. Water On Top Of Pistons Cause Operator shut engine off at high
rpm Engine diesels or tries to run backwards Rain water running into flame arrestor Spark plug
misfiring Backwash through the exhaust system Improper engine or exhaust hose installation
Cracked exhaust manifold Improper manifold to elbow gasket installation Loose cylinder head
bolts Blown cylinder head gasket Cracked valve seat Porous or cracked casting Check cylinder
heads, cylinder block, and intake manifold Check for warped cylinder head or cylinder block
Engine out of tune, poor fuel, high idle rpm, timing set too high Hatch cover Improper
combustion causes moisture in the air to accumulate in the cylinder Special Information. Engine
Overheats Mechanical Cause Engine rpm below specifications at wide-open-throttle engine
laboring Wrong ignition timing Sticking distributor advance weights Spark plug wires crossed

wrong firing order Lean fuel mixture Wrong heat range spark plugs Exhaust restriction Valve
timing off Jumped or improperly installed timing chain A blown head gasket s normally cannot
be detected by a compression check. Normally the engine will run at normal temperature at low
rpm, but will overheat at speeds above rpm. Engines that are seawater cooled: Using a clear
plastic hose, look for air bubbles between seawater pump and engine. If there are no bubbles
present, install clear plastic hose between thermostat housing and manifold s. If air bubbles are
present at a higher rpm, it is a good indication there is a blown head gasket. Defective oil pump,
plugged oil passage, low oil level Refer to Carburetor Malfunction in this section Special
Information Damaged or wrong propeller; growth on boat bottom; false bottom full of water
Timing too far advanced or retarded. Loose or broken drive belt Seawater shutoff valve partially
or fully closed if equipped Clogged or improperly installed sea strainer Loose hose connections
between seawater pickup and seawater pump inlet models with belt driven seawater pump only
Seawater inlet hose kinked or collapsed Seawater pickup clogged Obstruction on boat bottom
causing water turbulence Defective thermostat Exhaust elbow water outlet holes plugged
Insufficient seawater pump operation Obstruction in cooling system such as casting flash,
sand, rust, salt, etc. Pump may fail to prime or will force air bubbles into cooling system. Cable
or helm partially frozen from rust or corrosion; cable over-lubricated; improper cable
installation Refer to appropriate Sterndrive Service Manual Causes loss of pressure Special
Information Worn, broken or out of adjustment. Binding in sterndrive unit Restriction in
hydraulic hoses Control valve not positioned properly, not balanced properly, or the mounting
nut is loose Mounting bracket adjusting screw loose or mounting tube is loose Faulty pump.
Worn piston ring or scored housing bore in Causes loss of pressure cylinder Leaking valve
body or loose fitting spool. Noisy Pump Cause Drive belt Low fluid level Air in fluid Faulty pump
Restricted fluid passages Stop nut adjusted improperly Steering cables installed that do not
meet BIA standards Air leak in lines, pump, or air form installation Use stethoscope to listen for
noise in pump Kinks or debris in hoses or debris in passages Refer to appropriate Sterndrive
Service Manual Refer to appropriate Sterndrive Service Manual Special Information Check belt
tension. Insufficient Water Flow From Alpha One Sterndrive Unit Seawater Pickup Pump Cause
Seawater shutoff valve partially or fully closed if equipped Water pickup clogged with foreign
material Kinked or broken bell housing to gimbal housing water tube hose Corroded through
gimbal housing water tube Water pickup inserts warped. Engine will overheat while boat is
underway. Water pickup must not protrude above gear housing surface or inserts will create an
irregular or turbulent water flow over the water pickup holes. Consequently, this may cause loss
of cooling water and subsequent engine overheating. This condition can be identified by
cavitation burn pitting or erosion on the gear housing in the area aft of the water pick up. An
object or an irregularity on boat or gear housing in area close to to water pickups could create
turbulence in water flow going to water pickups. This could aerate the water flow and cause
engine to overheat Special Information. Damaged gear housing or accessories improperly
installed on boat bottom or transom speedometer pick up, depth sounder transducer, etc.
Substantial amount of barnacles or other marine growth on gear housing or boat bottom.
Engine will overheat while underway only. Sterndrive installed too high on transom or Contact
boat company if sterndrive is too drive unit trimmed out too far out allowing high. Instruct
operator on proper trimming air to be drawn into pump. Engine will technique if unit is trimmed
out too far. Water passage in driveshaft housing improperly drilled To check cross drilled water
passages in driveshaft housing, remove plug and pipe plug located under decal on starboard
side of housing. Drive unit must be shifted into reverse to remove pipe plug. Table of Contents
Torque Specifications. Engine Removal. Refer to Sterndrive Service Manual. Remove instrument
harness connector plug from engine harness receptacle after loosening clamp. Gasoline is
extremely flammable and highly explosive under certain conditions. Do not smoke or allow
spark or open flame in area. Disconnect and plug fuel line to prevent fuel in tank from leaking
into bilge. Disconnect bullet connectors of trim sender wires coming from transom assembly
from engine harness. Disconnect MerCathode wires from MerCathode controller if equipped.
Disconnect seawater inlet hose from gimbal housing. Loosen hose clamps and disconnect
exhaust elbow hose. Remove both shift cables from shift plate. Retain locknuts and hardware.
Disconnect and suitably plug fluid hoses from power steering control valve on transom. DO
NOT use to lift entire engine. Support engine with suitable sling through lifting eyes on engine
and remove front and rear engine mounting bolts. Retain hardware. Carefully remove engine.
DO NOT hit power steering control valve. Installation Engine Installation 1. Be certain fiber
washers cemented in place on inner transom plate are present. Inspect fiber washers. Replace if
worn or damaged. Install double wound lockwashers onto inner transom plate inside fiber
washer. Be certain rear engine mount locknuts are in position as shown. Lubricate exhaust
bellows with soap and water to ease installation. Attach a suitable sling to lifting eyes on engine

and adjust so that engine is level when suspended. Align rear engine mounts with inner
transom plate mounts while simultaneously aligning exhaust tubes with exhaust pipe hoses
bellows. Do not fasten attaching hardware until you have aligned engine. Install both rear
engine mounting bolts and hardware as shown. Torque mounting bolts to 38 lb-ft 52 Nm. Shift
cable outer casing can be crushed causing difficult or improper shifting. Set engine down on
stringers and relieve hoist tension. Disconnect sling from engine lifting eyes and switch sling to
center lifting eye. Attempt to insert solid end of Quicksilver Alignment Tool through gimbal
bearing and into engine coupler splines. Relieve hoist tension entirely and fasten both front
mounts to boat stringer using appropriate hardware lag bolts or through-bolts, etc. Recheck
alignment with alignment tool. Tool must enter coupler splines freely. If not, readjust front
mounts. When alignment is correct, tighten locknut or nut with lockwasher on each mount
securely. Remove alignment tool if not already removed. Tighten all exhaust system clamps
securely as shown use two clamps on each connection. Connect seawater inlet hose to water
tube at gimbal housing with hose clamp. Tighten clamp securely. Connect instrument harness
to engine harness with clamp. Connect fuel line from fuel tank s to engine. Make certain
connections are secure. Check for leaks. Connect throttle cable using hardware retained and
adjust as follows: a. DO NOT fasten any items to throttle cable. Outer cable must be free to
move when cable is actuated. Install cable end guide on throttle lever, then push cable barrel
lightly toward throttle lever end. This will place a slight preload on cable to avoid slack in cable
when moving remote control lever. Adjust barrel on throttle cable to align with anchor stud.
Secure throttle cable with hardware retained as shown. Tighten cable end guide locknut until it
contacts and then loosen one full turn. Tighten throttle cable anchor screw securely. Place
remote control throttle lever in the wide-open-throttle W. Ensure that throttle shutters valves are
completely open and throttle shaft lever contacts carburetor body casting. Return remote
control throttle lever to idle position and ensure that throttle lever contacts idle speed
adjustment screw. Accessory ground wires should only be attached to ground stud on engine.
Connect any grounding wires or accessories that have been disconnected. Connect
MerCathode wires to MerCathode controller assembly as shown, if equipped. Apply a thin coat
of Quicksilver Liquid Neoprene to all connections. Refer to appropriate Sterndrive Service
Manual. Install and adjust drive unit and remote control shift cables, using hardware retained.
Connect power steering fluid hoses to control valve large fitting first as shown. This will help
avoid stress on the hose fittings and will help avoid kinks in the hose. Torque fittings to 23 lb-ft
31 Nm. Tighten clamps securely. NOTE: Spray terminals with a battery connection sealant to
help retard corrosion. Rocker Arm Studs. Valve Guide Bore Repair. Valve Springs - Checking
Tension. Valve Seats. Dipstick Specifications. All Engines. Oil Pan. Oil Pump. Cleaning and
Inspection. Torsional Damper. Crankcase Oil Seal. Crankcase Front Cover. Flywheel and Engine
Coupler. Rear Main Oil Seal. Main Bearings. Checking Clearances. Main Bearing Replacement.
Connecting Rod Bearings. Inspection and Replacement. Table of Contents continued
Crankshaft. Crankshaft Sprocket. Measuring Lobe Lift. Camshaft Gear Replacement. Cylinder
Block. Oil Filter By-Pass Valve. Inches Millimeters Model Displacement 3. Production No.
Camshaft Lobe Lift Max. Cylinder Head Gasket Surface Flatness. General Some of the repairs in
this section must be completed with engine removed from boat. Engine removal depends upon
type of repair and boat design. Place engine on repair stand for major repairs. When engine
removal is not required, make certain that battery cables are disconnected at the battery prior to
performing any on-board engine repair procedure. Lubricate all moving parts during reassembly
with engine oil. Apply Quicksilver Perfect Seal on threads of and under heads of cylinder head
bolts, and on threads of all cylinder block external bolts, screws and studs. Model MCM 3. This
code number is stamped on all MerCruiser power packages and replacement partial engines,
but not replacement cylinder block assemblies. Engine Code Location 3. Engine Rotation
Engine rotation terminology at times has caused confusion. To clarify, engine rotation is
determined by observing flywheel rotation from the rear transmission or sterndrive end of the
engine looking forward water pump end. Remote Starter Kit A1 1. Fill crankcase to proper level
with the recommended engine oil. Leave ignition key in OFF position. If remote starter switch is
not available, disconnect PURPLE wire from ignition coil before using key switch to crank the
engine over. Install spark plugs and wires 9. Piston Failures Pre-Ignition Pre-ignition is
abnormal fuel ignition, caused by combustion chamber hot spots. Control of the start of ignition
is lost, as combustion pressure rises too early, causing power loss and rough running. The
upward motion on the piston is opposed by the pressure rise. This can result in extensive
damage to the internal parts from the high increase in combustion chamber temperature.
Overheated spark plug electrodes improper heat range or defective plug. Any other
protuberance in the combustion chamber, such as an overhanging piece of gasket, an
improperly seated valve or any other inadequately cooled section of material which can serve

as a source. Engine failures that result from the foregoing conditions are beyond the control of
Mercury Marine. No warranty will apply to failures which occur under these conditions.
Detonation Detonation, commonly called fuel knock, spark knock or carbon knock, is abnormal
combustion of the fuel which causes the fuel to explode violently. The explosion causes
overheating or damage to the spark plugs, pistons, valves and, in severe cases, results in
pre-ignition. Use of low octane gasoline is one of the most common causes of detonation. Even
with high octane gasoline, detonation could occur if engine maintenance is neglected.
Over-advanced ignition timing. Lean fuel mixture at or near full throttle could be caused by
carburetor or leaking intake manifold. Cross-firing spark plugs. Inadequate cooling of engine by
deterioration of cooling system. Engine failures that result from the foregoing conditions are
beyond the control of MerCruiser. Rocker Arm Cover Removal It may be necessary to remove
exhaust manifold before removing rocker arm cover. Disconnect crankcase ventilation hose.
Remove any items that interfere with the removal of rocker arm covers. Gaskets, which may
adhere to cylinder head and rocker arm cover, may be loosened by bumping end of rocker
cover from the rear with palm of hand or a rubber mallet. Remove rocker arm cover. Installation
1. Clean sealing surfaces on cylinder head and rocker arm cover with degreaser. Place new
rocker arm cover gasket in position in rocker arm cover. Install rocker arm cover. Torque bolts
to 40 lb-in. Install exhaust manifolds. Install any items which were removed to allow removal of
rocker arm covers. Connect crankcase ventilation hose to rocker arm cover. Push Rod Cover
Removal 1. Remove the pushrod cover bolts. Remove the pushrod cover. Remove the gasket.
Clean sealing surfaces on pushrod cover with degreaser. Install new pushrod cover gasket in
position. Install pushrod cover. When servicing all rocker arms, bring No. Remove rocker arm
covers as outlined. Remove rocker arm assemblies and push rods. Cleaning and Inspection 1.
Clean parts with solvent and dry with compressed air. Inspect all contact surfaces for wear.
Replace all damaged parts. Install push rods in their original locations. Be sure push rods seat
in lifter socket. Install rocker arms, rocker arm balls and rocker arm nuts in their original
locations. Adjust carburetor idle speed and mixture. Valve Adjustment Engine Not Running With
valve cover removed, adjust valves when lifter is on low part of camshaft lobe, as follows: 1.
Crank engine with starter or turn over in normal direction of rotation until mark on torsional
damper lines up with center 0 mark on timing tab, and engine is in No. This may be determined
by placing fingers on No. If valves move as mark comes up to timing tab, engine is in No. With
engine in No. Loosen adjusting nut until lash is felt at push rod, then tighten adjusting nut until
all lash is removed. This can be determined by moving push rod up and down while turning
adjusting nut until all play is removed. Valve lash should be checked after engine has run and
reached operating temperature. Crank engine one revolution until pointer 0 mark and torsional
damper mark are again in alignment. This is No. With engine in this position, the following
valves may be adjusted: No. Repeat steps to adjust other valves. Install Distributor cap, spark
plug wires and coil lead. Install rocker arm cover; torque to 40 lb-in. Engine Running Following
procedure should be completed only if readjustment is required. Run engine until it reaches
normal operating temperature, then remove valve cover. With engine running at idle, loosen
valve rocker arm nut until valve rocker arm starts to clatter. Turn rocker arm nut down slowly
until clatter just stops. This is zero lash position. Repeat Steps to adjust other valves. Install
rocker arm cover, torque to 40 lb-in. Adjust carburetor idle mixture and idle speed. Hydraulic
Valve Lifters Hydraulic valve lifters require little attention. Lifters are extremely simple in design.
Normally, readjustments are not necessary and servicing requires only that care and
cleanliness be exercised in the handling of parts. Locating Noisy Lifters Locate a noisy valve
lifter by using a piece of garden hose approximately 4 ft 1. Place one end of hose near end of
each intake and exhaust valve, with other end of hose to the ear. In this manner, sound is
localized, making it easy to determine which lifter is at fault. Another method is to place a finger
on face of valve spring retainer. If lifter is not functioning properly, a distinct shock will be felt
when valve returns to its seat. General types of valve lifter noise are as follows: 1. Hard rapping
noise - usually caused by plunger becoming tight in bore of lifter body so that return spring
cannot push plunger back up to working position. Probable causes are: Excessive varnish or
carbon deposit, causing abnormal stickiness. Galling or pickup between plunger and bore of
lifter body, usually caused by an abrasive piece of dirt or metal wedged between plunger and
lifter body. Excessively high leakdown rate. Leaky check valve seat. Improper adjustment.
General noise throughout valve train - this will, in most cases, be a definite indication of
insufficient oil supply or improper adjustment. Intermittent clicking - probable causes are: A
microscopic piece of dirt momentarily caught between ball seat and check valve ball. In rare
cases, ball itself may be out of round or have a flat spot. In most cases, where noise exists in
one or more lifters, all lifter units should be removed, disassembled, cleaned in solvent,
reassembled and reinstalled in engine. If dirt, corrosion, carbon, etc. It would only be a matter of

time before all lifters caused trouble. Removal 1. Remove as previously outlined: a. Rocker arm
covers. Push rod cover. IMPORTANT: Keep valve push rod and hydraulic lifter from each valve
together as a matched set and mark or store them so they can be reinstalled in the same
location later. Rocker arm assemblies and push rods. Make matching marks on all lifters as to
location and orientation in bores, to allow reassembly in exact position on camshaft lobes so
that the rollers bearing and roller will roll in the same direction on the same lobe, if reused.
Remove valve lifters. Thoroughly clean all parts in cleaning solvent and inspect them carefully.
If any parts are damaged or worn, entire lifter assembly should be replaced. If outer lifter body
wall is scuffed or worn, inspect cylinder block lifter bore. If push rod seat is scuffed or worn,
inspect push rod. If new lifters or a new camshaft have been installed, an additive containing EP
lube such as General Motors Cam and Lifter Prelube or equivalent should be poured over
camshaft lobes before installing lifters. Install valve lifters into bores. Install push rod cover,
using new gaskets and torque to specification. Install distributor, positioning rotor to number 1
cylinder position, then connect primary lead at coil. Install distributor cap and spark plug wires.
Adjust valves to specifications. Install rocker arm cover, torque tp 40 lb-in. Adjust ignition
timing, carburetor idle speed and mixture. Replacing Oil Seal Head Installed 1. Remove spark
plug, rocker arm and push rod on cylinder to be serviced. Place piston for that cylinder at TDC
to prevent valves from dropping into the cylinder. Compress valve spring with tool J and
remove valve keys, valve spring cap, spring shield and valve spring. To install, set valve spring,
close, coiled end of spring is installed against cylinder head valve shield and valve cap in place.
Compress spring with tool J and install oil seal in lower groove of stem, making sure that seal is
flat and not twisted. NOTE: A light coat of oil on seal will help prevent twisting when
compressor tool is released. Install valve keys and release compressor tool. Be sure that keys
seat properly in upper groove of valve stem. Install and adjust valve mechanism. Install push
rods and rocker arm assemblies. Torque rocker arm nuts as described in Specifications. Install
rocker arm cover and torque to 40 lb-in. Install spark plug and torque to 22 lb-ft 30 Nm. Repeat
steps 2 through 8 for other cylinders. Cylinder Head Torque Sequence 1. Drain engine cooling
system. Remove as outlined: a. Exhaust manifolds. Intake manifold. Rocker arm cover. Pushrod
cover. Rocker arm assemblies and push rods keep in order for reassembly in their original
locations. Use care when prying off cylinder heads. DO NOT damage gasket surfaces. DO NOT
drop cylinder heads. Place cylinder head on wooden blocks to prevent damage to gasket
surfaces. Clean gasket material and sealer from engine block and cylinder heads. JavaScript
seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on
Javascript in your browser. The store will not work correctly in the case when cookies are
disabled. Parts Diagrams Closeout! Vacuum Toilet Pumps. Fuse Panels Circuit Breaker Panels.
Cowl Vents. Water Heater Parts. Electric Horns Windshield Wiper Arms. Water Heater
Replacement Parts. Utility Lights Replacement Clearance Lenses. Toggle Switches Continuous
Duty Solenoids. Rudder Ports Tiller Arms. Anodes Anode Kits. Ignition Packs. Ignition Packs
Ignition Coils. Belts Belt Tensioners Pulleys. Run-Dry Impellers Drivesaver Couplers. Battery
Chargers Fans. Washdown Pump Deck Fittings. Flangemount Flexmount. Washdown Pumps.
Water Heaters. Supply Grilles Rectangular Round. T Adapters Y Adapters. Topside Tanks
Permanent Tanks. Tanks Tank Adapter Kits. Gas Deck Fills Replacement Parts. Transmission
Kits Service Parts. Bilge Pumps Automatic Non-Automatic. Float Switches Panel Switches. Fuel
Filter Elements. Cleaning Brushes Handles Boat Hooks. Bunk Glides. Sending Units Water
Temperature Pressure. Control Assemblies Control Components. Buy Here Mercruiser 3. With
this sort of an illustrative manual, you are going to be able to troubleshoot, prevent, and full
your tasks easily. Not just will it enable you to attain your required results faster, but also make
the entire procedure easier for everybody. This guide can prove to be the ideal tool for all these
who desire to produce a well-organized and well-planned functioning atmosphere. Wiring
Diagram comes with a number of easy to follow Wiring Diagram Directions. It is supposed to
help all the common user in developing a suitable method. These instructions will likely be easy
to grasp and implement. With this particular manual, you may be in a position to find out how
each component needs to be related and the actual steps you need to get to be able to
successfully full a specific job. Wiring Diagram consists of many comprehensive illustrations
that display the link of assorted things. It contains directions and diagrams for different kinds of
wiring methods and other items like lights, home windows, etc. The book features a large
amount of practical techniques for different scenarios that you may experience when you are
dealing with wiring difficulties. Every one of these suggestions are illustrated with practical
illustrations. Wiring Diagram not merely provides comprehensive illustrations of everything you
can do, but in addition the procedures you need to stick to while performing so. Not just is it
possible to locate various diagrams, however you may also get step-by-step directions to get a
particular project or matter that you would like to know more details on. It will enable you to

definitely master different approaches to complicated issues. Furthermore, Wiring Diagram
provides you with the time body in which the tasks are to be accomplished. You may be capable
to understand exactly when the tasks needs to be accomplished, which makes it much easier to
suit your needs to effectively handle your time. Wiring diagram also offers beneficial ideas for
tasks which may demand some extra gear. This guide even consists of suggestions for extra
provides that you could want to be able to end your assignments. It will likely be in a position to
provide you with extra tools like conductive tape, screwdrivers, wire nuts, etc. Wiring Diagram
consists of both examples and step-by-step guidelines that will enable you to definitely really
build your undertaking. Wiring Diagrams are designed to be easy to comprehend and easy to
crea
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te. You are able to locate this guidebook easy to make use of and in addition really
cost-effective. You can always count on Wiring Diagram being an essential reference that can
help you preserve time and money. Furthermore, this book gives sensible recommendations for
a lot of various projects that you simply will likely be capable to complete. With this kind of an
illustrative guide, you are going to have the ability to troubleshoot, avoid, and complete your
assignments with ease. Buy Here Ballast Wiring Diagramballast wiring diagram â€” You will
need a comprehensive, professional, and easy to comprehend Wiring Diagram. With such an
illustrative guide, you will be able to troubleshoot, avoid, and complete your projects easily. Not
only will it assist you to attainâ€¦. With this kind of an illustrative guidebook, you are going to be
capable of troubleshoot, avoid, and complete your projectsâ€¦. Gallery of Mercruiser 3. Related
Post to Mercruiser 3. Gm 2 Wire Alternator Wiring Diagram.

